
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking for a civil design. We appreciate
you taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the
position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered
depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for civil design

Able to propose a technical solutions from the challenges of task work
Drive a safety culture in the Technical Site Services (TSS) Mechanical and Civil
design team and on the Freeport site by living the Freeport TSS Vision - The
Premier Partner with Manufacturing through collaboration, innovation, and
developing people!
Provide coaching and learning opportunities through active listening for the
TSS Mechanical and Civil design team members in their efforts to further
their career development and improve the skills of the individual and team
Drive sustainable, innovative solutions to opportunities within the Freeport
capital work process to further improve the services provided in the TSS
Mechanical and Civil design team further increasing the efficiency and
predictability of capital projects
Manage the relationship of engineering partners to further improve their
services on capital projects to maintain project efficiency during dynamic
capital planning
Participate or lead other special projects or initiatives, related to the Site or
Function groups, as requested
Recruit, train, develop, and lead a diverse, high-performance engineering
design group
Demonstrable ability to lead engineering design teams within a multi-
disciplinary environment for Power T&D (Transmission, Distribution,
Substations & HV Cabling) together with a full understanding of design
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Technical expertise in temporary works/ civil & geotechnical engineering with
a demonstrable understanding of the underlying principles of structures &
Soil Mechanics
Consultancy experience across a range of business sectors with demonstrably
good commercial awareness and relationships with clients & contractors

Qualifications for civil design

Experience of bridge design
Familiarity with a range of engineering software, including grillage analysis
and finite element analysis programs
Familiarity with UK design codes and / or Eurocodes
Experience in multiple departments (operations, maintenance, ) desired
Work with inter-disciplinary teams on the project to deliver suitable designs
Utilities sector (industrial pipelines) experience


